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1. Educator resources

Messy Maths: a playful, outdoor approach for early years (book)
2018, Hawker Brownlow Education

“Real maths is really messy. Children need physical experiences to make sense of the
abstract ideas of maths and to ponder, enjoy and discuss the concepts encountered. In
Messy Maths Juliet Robertson offers a rich resource of ideas that will enable you to tap
into the endless supply of patterns, textures, colours and quantities of the outdoors and
deepen children’s understanding through hands-on experience.”

Dirty Teaching: a beginner’s buide to learning outdoors (book)
2018, Hawker Brownlow Education

“Juliet Robertson offers tips and tricks to help any primary school teacher to kickstart
or further develop their outdoor practice. One of the keys to a happy and creative
classroom is getting out of it and this book will give you the confidence to do just that.
It contains a wealth of ideas and activities which ensure you provide a broad range of
engaging outdoor experiences for your students. There is no need for expensive tools
or complicated technologies: all you need is your coat and a passion for learning - oh,
and you’d better bring the kids too!”



Tools for Teachers 4 (Years 5 & 6) (book)
2014, Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation

"Tools for Teachers is designed to provide teachers with lesson plans and activity ideas
that draw deep and rich links between students’ experiences of gardening, cooking and
maintaining a garden, and the Australian Curriculum."

Contents include: practical numeracy in the kitchen and garden; writing prompts for the
kitchen and garden; seasonal cycles and Australia’s history; habitats for life; running a
restaurant; curriculum links with kitchen garden art; designed to dig: tools and simple
machines; a good egg.

Asphalt to Ecosystems: design ideas for schoolyard transformation (book)
2010, New Village Press

“Author Sharon Danks broadens our notion of what a well-designed schoolyard should
be, taking readers on a journey from traditional, ordinary grassy fields and asphalt to
explore what’s being created in the growing movement toward “green” schoolgrounds in
the United States and around the world. This book documents exciting examples from
more than 150 schools in 11 countries, illustrating a vast range of possibilities in out-
door classrooms for learning and play.... The book grounds these examples in a practi-
cal framework that illustrates simple landscape design choices all schools can use to
make their schoolyards more comfortable, enjoyable, and sustainable. And it describes
a participatory design process that schools can use to engage their
communities in transforming asphalt into ecosystems.” Over 500 colour photographs.

Tools for Teachers 3 (Years 3 & 4) (book)
2013, Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation

"Units, lessons and activities that make use of young people’s enthusiasm for kitchens
and gardens. Every item is linked to specific outcomes on the Australian Curriculum."

Activities and resources include: what is a garden?; our day in the kitchen garden;
school gardens in history; words in the garden; recipes and audiences; cook your way
around the world; food and sport; what did explorers, convicts and settlers eat?;
underground; shape, symmetry and scale.

Tools for Teachers 4 (Years 3 & 4) (book)
2014, Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation

"Tools for Teachers is designed to provide teachers with lesson plans and activity ideas
that draw deep and rich links between students’ experiences of gardening, cooking and
maintaining a garden, and the Australian Curriculum."

Contents include: practical numeracy in the kitchen and garen, engaging with English in
the kitchen and garden; writing prompts for the kitchen and garden; earth, moon and
sun: night and day; using our senses in the kitchen and garden; the driving force: water
in the landscape; all abuzz: bees in Australia: materials in the kitchen and
garden: one metre down - up, down and out.



Tools for Teachers 2 (Years 3 & 4) (book)
2011, Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation

"Designed to provide teachers with lesson plans, activities and ideas that draw deep
and rich links between the experiences of cooking and maintaining a garden, and the
Australian Curriculum."
Activities and resources include; practising persuasive tests, quick writing prompts,
picture books, what sort of insects visit gardens, encouraging observation, thinking
mathematically, exploring and collecting evidence, step-by-step photographs, recipes,
and planning for curriculum integration.

Tools for Teachers 2 (Years 5 & 6) (book)
2011, Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation

"Designed to provide teachers with lesson plans, activities and ideas that draw deep
and rich links between the experiences of cooking and maintaining a garden, and the
Australian Curriculum."
Acidity in the soil, global ingredients: garlic, festival foods, 'dinner rations' 1951, writing
prompts - kitchen, writing prompts - garden, pizza party, basil pesto.
Covering: science, geography, history, English, maths and a visual recipe.

Tools for Teachers 3 (Years 5 & 6) (book)
2013, Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation

"Units, lessons and activities that make use of young people’s enthusiasm for kitchens
and gardens. Every item is linked to specific outcomes on the Australian Curriculum."

Activities and resources include: writing kitchen garden texts; rise and shine!; on the
wing; eat your words: food words and origins; how can we protect our crops?; food for
ANZACs; mathematics in the kitchen and garden; time travellers: history and
geography in the kitchen garden; colour me carrot: colour and lights; seeds of change.

Outdoor Classrooms: a handbook for school gardens (book)
2008, PI Productions Photography
Early Years

“The book is presented as two streams of thought. Carolyn takes us through the
history of school gardens and articulates the need for a revival before leading our
journey into the fanciful; a schoolyard to fire a child’s imagination and delight in the
natural world...The practical is well served as Janet offers a comprehensive plan for
developing a school garden; a plan to guide the teacher through a process from the
formation of the idea to what to do with the garden during the holidays. Janet links
the learning to the curriculum, providing samples of unit plans and describing a
programming method based on lists of skills and knowledge; the essential learnings

to take the whole curriculum into the outdoors.”



Parks and Gardens: an activity-based curriculum guide (book)
1998, Gould League & VAEE
Primary Years

“An activity-based curriculum guide for primary classes focussing on parks and
gardens to provide enjoyable learning outcomes.tudents use an inquiry approach to
investigate, appreciate and care for local environments. Includes introductory activities
in the classroom and for one or more excursions. Helps achieve multiple learning
outcomes in an enjoyable way right across the curriculum from science to music.”

Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Cooking with kids
2006, Penguin Lantern

“Stephanie Alexander's philosophy is that there is no such thing as special food for
children: if food is good, everyone will enjoy it regardless of age. Here are 120 recipes
with simple instructions, a colourful layout and lots of fast, fun facts. And while these
recipes can be made by a couple of eight-year-olds in aprons – with a bit of adult
supervision – the dishes are anything but standard kids' fare: alongside the muffins
and slices are homemade pastas, Indian curries, Asian tea eggs and vegetable-rich
winter soups. Kitchen Garden Cooking with Kids also tells the story behind the recipes
of the Kitchen Garden at Collingwood College, which Stephanie set up in 2001 in the
grounds of a large inner-city school. It includes plans, activities and lists that together
make up a blueprint that other schools may wish to follow.”

Trees: an activity-based curriculum guide (book)
1998, Gould League & VAEE
Early - Primary Years

“An activity-based curriculum guide for primary classes using trees as a starting point
for science, visual arts, drama, media, SOSE and even music. This popular theme is
explored through plenty of activities with blackline masters provided.”

Kids for Landcare: Wormwatch (book)
1992. Department for Education and Children’s Services

This book “offers practical advice to teachers in assiting young people to become
educated and willing participants in the challenge to conserve that most important of
resources: our land. Wormatch involves students of all ages in a learning program of
practical and enjoyable activities that will help them to develop an understanding of the
importance of soil fauna populations in the management of land; the relationship
between earthworm activity, soil fertility, soil structure and crop productivity; the
reasons why earthworm numbers vary in different soils and habitats.”



2. Student resources

Kids can cook
n.d., St Mary's Memorial School
Primary Years+

Recipes prepared and taste tested by all the students at St Mary’s Memorial School as
part of their Food and Health Program. The book is illustrated by the students and
includes recipes for dips, main meals, snacks and desserts.

The Native plants of Adelaide: returning the vanishing natural heritage of the
Adelaide Plains to your garden (set of 15 books)
2005, Urban Forest Biodiversity Program (DEH)
Primary Years+

“Australian native plants have been a popular option for gardeners for many years, but
only rarely are the words ‘locally indigenous’ used when selecting species. Locally
indigenous natives are the plants that evolved to grow naturally in a particular area. In
the case of the Adelaide metropolitan area, these plants remain almost unknown by
the general public, largely because the unique native woodlands and wetlands of the
Adelaide Plains have long since succumbed to urban development. This pocket-sized
guide aims to bring Adelaide’s very beautiful - but now largely forgotten - indigenous
flora back into the spotlight for nature enthusiasts and home gardeners alike.”

The Little Gardeners Guide
2010, AliCat Trading
Early - Primary Years

This book “introduces budding young greenthumbs to the good dirty fun of gardening!
This book is crammed fuller than a worm farm with all the gardening basics - what
plants are, what they eat, how they grow, and who the good and naughty animals are
in your garden!”. Includes instructions on how to grow plants to eat and make-and-do
activities.

Nature Crafts (book)
2014, Kate Hubmeyer

“15 fun crafts to encourage children of all ages to use their imagination and connect
with nature. Includes information on 18 useful and beautiful Australian native plants to
grow.”



3. DVDs and CDROMs

Black Forest Primary School Garden: a 30 Year history 1982-2012 (DVD)
2012, Environmental and Science Media

“In 1982 Black Forest Primary School received a grant to fence an area of land
recently acquired by the school. Who would have known that this would become one of
the most well known school gardens in South Australia? Since this time, the garden
has been sustained by the efforts of parents, dedicated staff and over 5000 students.
The garden has evolved to demonstrate conservation concepts and incorporate art
projects. It continues to be an inspiring organic food producing garden. This video
was commissioned to commemorate the garden’s 30th Anniversary and assist others
establishing school gardens and community gardens.”

Design for Life: Permaculture, the Food Forest Story (DVD)
2010, Food Forest

“Join two young baby boomers who saw the cracks emerging in the Earth’s ecosystem
and started the adventure of their lives, to perfect an abundant, sustainable way of
living. Annemarie and Graham Brookman quested through 40 countries for principles
of sustainable land use but actually stumbled across the permaculture design system
back in Australia. It was everything they needed for a bold experiment, giving them a
set of ethics and techniques with which to plan their lives, home, garden and small
farm to assess and demonstrate this new way of living. The film traces the challenges
they overcame: lack of capital, smallness of scale, droughts, floods and the loneliness
of the pathfinder, to become one of the World’s iconic permaculture properties and one
of Australia’s most awarded organic farms, The Food Forest.”

Knowing, Growing, Eating: edible wild native plants for Southern Australia (2nd
edition)
2012, Neville Bonney

"In recent years Australian wild food plants have been gaining much interest amongst
plant growers and cooks. This book focuses on Southern Australian culinary flora. It
is a practical, well contrived illustrated guide for those keen to experience the taste
sensation of native Australian cuisine. This volume will also well serve those of us
who wish to cultivate/use and further develop this emerging industry."

4. Books

Creating your eco-friendly garden
2008, CSIRO Publishing

"The book offers advice on planning your garden, choosing plants, planting times,
watering options and pest management following organic principles. It explains how
to assess the soil and microclimatic effects of surrounding buildings and vegetation
so that you can determine the style of garden that best suits your property."



The Compost Book second edition
2010, New Holland

“Compost is not garbage you forgot to put out - it’s a balanced mix of organic materials
that benefits your garden...Whether you live in the city or the country, you will learn the
type of compost which suits your soil, the ideal materials for making compost, the
correct structure of a compost heap, what to do if your compost stinks or is vermin-
infested..”

Kitchen Gardens of Australia: eighteen productive gardens for inspiration and
practical advice
2011, Penguin/Lantern

“Join passionate designer and green-gardener Kate Herd on her journey around
Australia to eighteen diverse kitchen gardens, from subtropical Queensland to the arid
zone of central Australia, from the suburbs of Adelaide to the countryside of rural
Victoria and Tasmania...It is a book to inspire and motivate gardeners at all levels and
a timely reminder that creating a beautiful, productive, sustainable kitchen garden is a
labour of love and an act of ‘inherent optimism’.”

Pruning for Flowers and Fruit
2010, CSIRO Publishing

“The best groomed and most productive garden is easy when you know what to prune
when and how your plants work. This book includes annuals, ornamentals,
vegetables, roses, perennials and hydrangeas, and fruiting plants that can be pruned
to fit in your baack garden. The author shows how to choose the best plant at the
nursery, prune weather damaged plants, renovate ornamental or fruiting trees and
shrubs, and maintain your secateurs like a professional.”

Kitchen Garden - A beginners guide
2010, DEH

“To the first time gardener I hope this book will spark an interest and maybe enthuse
you to get started. For lapsed gardeners, I hope your enthusiasm may be rekindled.
And for keen and practising gardeners I hope you’ll get a fresh perspective and be
inspired to try new crops and methods.”

BUG: The ultimate gardeners guide to organic pest control
2010, ABC Books

“The first thing many of us do when we spy bugs on our precious plants is to reach for
the pesticide spray and declare war! But there is a better way to cope with these
critters and enjoy a healthy and thriving garden. BUG contains everything you need to
know about gardening naturally without poisons and artificial chemicals. You will learn
the difference between good bugs and bad bugs, and find out how to make simple
home-made remedies that are safe, non-toxic and don’t cost the earth.”



Fabulous food from every small garden
2009, CSIRO Publishing

“Fabulous Food from every small garden shows how to grow food at home in even the
smallest of spaces. It explores the reasons for growing your own food, including the
many potential benefits such as improved taste, freshness and nutrition. Many types
of food are covered, including vegetables, fruits, herbs, bush tucker plants and edible
flowers.”

Waterwise Gardening: fourth edition
2009, Reed New Holland

“In a country as dry as Australia - with signs that it may only get worse - it makes
sense to design our gardens to be as waterwise as possible. Now in its fourth edition,
Waterwise Gardening sets out six vital principles to create a beautiful garden that not
only uses water wisely, but creates a sustainable, low maintenance, fuss-free
environment by: reducing areas of lawn, grouping plants according to their water
needs, using dry-tolerant plants, maintaining your garden, using mulch, and watering
efficiently. It describes more than 200 dry-tolerant plants grouped as trees, shrubs,
bulbs, annuals and perennials, and climbers and groundcovers.”

Coastal Gardens: a planting guide
2009, AMLR NRMB

“This guide provides simple yet inspiring garden advice for people living in the coastal
suburbs of Adelaide and beyond. Water-wise local native plants are suggested as
attractive replacements for introduced plants that are harmful to our local coastal
landscapes” Includes garden designs such as Japanese style, formal, natural cottage
and contemporary. Available to download from this page
http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/plants-and-
animals/native-plants-animals-and-biodiversity/urban-biodiversity

Sustainable Gardens
2009, CSIRO Publishing

“Two outstanding botanists from the Royal Botanical Gardens in Melbourne, Roger and
Rob have produced a genuine gardening bible for our times. They show how every
gardener – both professional and amateur – can contribute positively to environmental
stewardship. Roger and Rob explain the connections between human activity, resource
depletion, and environmental degradation. They show how to conduct an audit of
gardening practices, materials, and results so that every gardener can measure the
impact he or she is having on nature.”

Helping kids find wonder in the everyday (book)
2016, Sally Milner Publishing

"This delightful book will help you and your child find a little wonder in everything you
do. All the activities, either indoor or outside, are simple and inexpensive, and rely
mostly on the ready imagination of your child. In this book, you will find activities for
children aged two to nine...Introducting your childen to the seasons, the senses, and
the concepts of colours, shapes, letters and numbers within the context of nature will
provide hours of creative and educational fun.”



Diseases of fruit crops in Australia
2009, CSIRO Publishing

This book is ”the new standard reference in applied plant pathology in Australia
covering important diseases affecting the broad range of fruit and nut crops grown
throughout Australia...The book is generously illustrated with high quality colour images
to help diagnose diseases. It explains how to identify and manage each disease,
describing the symptoms, its importance, the source of infection and spread, and
control measures.”

5-Minute Microwave Bottling: includes fruits, jams, chutneys, sauces and much
more!
2009, The Five Mile Press

“Rediscover the pleasure of making your own preserves, jams, jellies, chutneys,
pickles and more with this simple, quick and mess-free method! Ideal for busy families
who want to make the most of their home-grown food.”

Good choices, Simple steps: matching plants to your conditions
2008, D.John and Julie Barrie

“This tool empowers you to make good choices, a skill that experienced gardeners
take many years to develop. Use this booklet: find plants to thrive in your conditions,
modify your conditions to succeed with a wider range of plants, embrace efficient water
harvesting, save money and prevent failure.”

Good Gardens with less water
2008, CSIRO Publishing

“This beautifully illustrated, full-colour book contains a wealth of information on such
key topics as: how to improve soil structure to maximise the retention of water for use
by plants; selecting drought-tolerant native and exotic plants; working out how much
water to apply to different types of plants; choosing the best lawn grass for your
climate; rainwater harvesting and use; and how to avoid problems when greywater is
used in the garden. With specific chapters devoted to watering systems and
equipment, mulches, planting techniques and potted plants, this book offers practical
solutions for anyone who wishes to garden sustainably.”

Australian plants for gardens in the sun
2008, Rosenberg Publishing

“The Australian plants selected for this book have much to offer gardeners for
cultivation in temperate and warm temperate regions where there is plenty of sunshine
and a high probability of extended dry periods. There is basic information on growing
plants in containers, pruning and shaping of plants, watering which is such a hot topic
at present with climate change and global warming on everybody’s lips, fertilising,
mulching, propagation, pests and diseases.” Headings include Groundcovers, Tufting
Plants, Climbers and Ramblers, Shrubs – small to tall and trees.



One Magic Square: grow your own food on one square metre
2008, Wakefield Press

“One Magic Square shows how, with a ten-minute effort, you can start your own
productive food garden on a single square metre. By following these plot designs you
can keep your labour pleasurable as your self-sufficiency increases. Take control of
your own fresh food supply! Food gardening is the most intelligent adult endeavour on
earth – Lolo Houbein shows you how to do it, and why you should.”

Keeping Chickens: an Australian guide
2007, Penguin Books

“This book includes all the information you need to keep your very own chickens: How
to choose a breed suited to your needs, space and climate; how to choose and build or
buy a coop; how to care for your chickens; how to breed chicks successfully. Keeping
Chickens will show you how easy, fun and satisfying owning chooks can be.”

Attracting Butterflies to Your Garden
2007, Butterfly Conservation South Australia

“Have you ever wondered where all the butterflies have gone? Attracting Butterflies to
Your Garden is for those people who would like to see more of these beautiful
creatures in the gardens of the Adelaide region. This book shows how to encourage
forty of the more common butterflies to visit and breed in your garden. Following an
exploration of the fascinating life-cycle of butterflies and the principles of ‘butterfly
gardening’, each species is profiled, along with local native plants that butterflies like -
and you’ll love - in your garden.”

Australian plants as aboriginal tools
2012, Rosenberg Publishing

“This book describes the species that were essential as the means for manufacturing
Aboriginal weapons, tools, shelter, watercraft, ceremonial objects, clothing, ornaments
and paint. It is primarily focused on material culture, which is the sum of beliefs and
traditions concerning the tangible belongings of a people. This book demonstrates how
hunter-gatherers* lived by making objects from plants and investigates similarities and
differences of plant uses across Aboriginal Australia, as well as their distinctiveness in
relation to practices from other parts of the world.”

Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Cooking with kids
2006, Penguin Lantern

“Stephanie Alexander's philosophy is that there is no such thing as special food for
children: if food is good, everyone will enjoy it regardless of age. Here are 120 recipes
with simple instructions, a colourful layout and lots of fast, fun facts. And while these
recipes can be made by a couple of eight-year-olds in aprons – with a bit of adult
supervision – the dishes are anything but standard kids' fare: alongside the muffins
and slices are homemade pastas, Indian curries, Asian tea eggs and vegetable-rich
winter soups. Kitchen Garden Cooking with Kids also tells the story behind the recipes
of the Kitchen Garden at Collingwood College, which Stephanie set up in 2001 in the
grounds of a large inner-city school. It includes plans, activities and lists that together
make up a blueprint that other schools may wish to follow.”

*we do not agree with the author on the use of this term



Composting:The Ultimate Organic Guide to Recycling Your Garden
2003, ABC Books

“Composting is easy, rewarding and profitable: your garden will benefit and so will the
environment. This book tells you what you need to know about recycling in your own
backyard...Chapters include how to build a compost heap, anaerobic composting,
compost ingredients, solving compost problems, tools, a guide to mulching,
composting with worms, and composts for specific purposes.”

Waterwise House and Garden
2003, LandLinks

“This practical guide shows how we can contribute to conserving water in our home
and garden. Waterwise House & Garden takes a planned approach to saving water in
the home using different household reticulation options including the use of rainwater
tanks and recycling greywater. It shows how to eliminate unnecessary watering in the
garden by working with nature to create a garden that is both enjoyable and sensitive
to the environment. The author explains the science behind survival strategies of
plants in dry conditions, shows how soil and water interact, and demonstrates how to
improve the soil in your garden. Included is an extensive list of native and exotic
plants that are tolerant to dry conditions in both tropical and temperate climates.”

Recycle your garden: the essential guide to
composting
2003, ABC Books

“Have you ever wondered how to turn a pile of kitchen scraps into a thriving treasury of
rich fertiliser? This book holds all the answers..From ash to algae, human hair to
shredded newspaper, this book shows how the materials used for composting can go
much further than kitchen and green waste...Other features include sections on
biodynamic composting methods and ingredients; composts for different climates;
maintaining a thriving worm colony; plus the many ways to use the rich, crumbly
organic matter your compost will produce.”

The Seed Savers' Handbook
2003, The Seed Savers’ Network

“This is a complete reference for growing, preparing and conserving 117 traditional
varieties of food plants. Written especially for Australian and New Zealand conditions in
1993 by Michel and Jude Fanton, founders of The Seed Savers' Network.”



Pruning for Fruit
1993, DEH

“Pruning is a key part of getting the best from your trees and vines. It allows you to
control their size and shape, to maintain good fruit size, quality and quantity, and to
keep your trees and vines bearing throughout their productive life.”

Esther Deans no-dig gardening & leaves of life
2002, Harper Collins

“Esther Deans' Growing Without Digging and Leaves of Life inspired thousands of
people to try their hand at growing their own vegetables and flowers at home. Now
these two garden classics are available in a combined mini-paperback format with all
the wonderful tips and advice from the first two editions. Esther Deans' method of
growing vegetables and flowers without digging produces results - as those who have
been to see her own garden will testify. Flowers and vegetables grow side by side, as
if nature had scattered the seeds on the ground and plants had simply sprung up from
where they fell.”

The Permaculture Home Garden: how to grow great-tasting fruit and
vegetables the organic way - free of pesticides and chemicals
1996, Penguin

“Inspired by her own training in permaculture, Linda Woodrow has devised a totally
integrated organic system of gardening that combines science with common sense. In
The Permaculture Home Garden she draws us into a warmly welcoming household
where everyone shares the planting, helps to tend the hens, and relaxes after a
satisfying day's work. Step-by-step instructions and helpful diagrams make it easy to
plan and plant a garden to suit your taste and space – a garden that not only looks
wonderful but also yields bountiful fruit, herbs and vegetables.”

Grow your own bushfoods
1999, New Holland

“Grow Your Own Bushfoods is the fires ever comprehensive and practical guide to
growing and harvesting more than 140 kinds of Australian bushfoods right in your own
backyard. Deatailed plant profiles describe ideal growing conditions and
characteristics of each species. In addition there are suggestions on the best ways to
prepare and eat your bushfoods. use them as flavourings in jams, muffins or sauces,
or make your own bush teas and sweet drinks. A bushfoods directory is also included
which lists suppliers of catalogues, seeds and seedlings as well as native plant
gardens open for inspection.”

The complete book of fruit growing in Australia: over 200 temperate and
subtropical fruits, nuts and berries to grow in gardens, farms or orchards
1991, Hachette

“A practical guide to the selection, culture, uses, pest and disease control of fruits, nuts
and berries for temperate and subtropical Australia. 250 photographs and illustrations,
with practical diagrams of basic cultivation techniques. History, folklore, anecdotes,
hints, culinary tips - all about fruit and fruit growing. Where to find rare plants.”
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